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DESIGN
VERIFICATION

ENGINEER
Montélimar, France 

(hybrid up to 4 days remote work)
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THE COMPANY
Are you looking to strengthen your experience in
Design Verification Engineer and take the next step
in your career? 
 
We have a fantastic opportunity to share with you
to join a leader of medical devices in their field.
This is a company that has a real international
presence, with a number of subsidiaries in different
countries as well as strong global exportation. 

As a Design Verification engineer, you will be
based in their main site, which means being at the
very heart of the decision-making and the company
operations, so you will be in the ideal place to
influence the business.



THE COMPANY
Working at this company, you’ll enjoy working with
cutting-edge technologies. You also be able to see
how this technology is used during surgeries. They
have new projects in their pipeline so this role is key
to helping them, and you will have a lot of
influence. 
 
This is a new role created to help the Project
Managers to focus on everyday tasks. So you will
be there to support them in the development of
new products.

You will report to the R&D Manager, and you will be
part of the Technology Development department.
Working at this company, you’ll get to learn from
the best of the best professionals in the industry.
This is not an opportunity to miss out on!



RESPONSIBILITIES
Design control 

Reviewing and writing of design control
documentation (DHF content)

Risk management files

Validation and verification of the software

QUALIFICATIONS
Experience in participating in DHF

Experience in risk management

Experience working with software is a plus

English writing ability
 



Interested to explore this
further? Please send your CV

to clarisse@elemed.eu to
arrange a confidential career

discussion. 

Would you like to find out more
about our open opportunities? Visit

https://www.elemed.eu/vacancies/

INTERESTED?


